(a e G), be a representation of G as bounded operators T(a) on a Banach space B such that for every x e B, T(e)x = x and T(a)x -+ T(b)x when a -* b. Let A = (a(s)), (s real), be a one-parameter subgroup in G and define TAX = 1im,0.,.os-1(T(a(s)) -1)x whenever the limit exists in which case x is said to be in the domain of TA. I. Gelfand proved that every such domain is dense in B.1 By a slight extension of his method we will prove that they have a dense intersection when A varies, thus answering a question left open by W. Wigner2 and V. Bargmann.I Let r be a not-negative integer or + c, let C, be the class of real functions defined on G with continuous derivatives of order < r, (<r if r = co), and let CJ be the subset of C, whose elements vanish outside a compact set and let B, be the set of elements of B of the form
where db is a left invariant volume element on G.
TiEoREM. Every B'41 is dense in B, it is in the domain of any TA and TAB,+1 is contained in B? for any A.
Proof: One has with s * 0 
